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Abstract. MuseLearn is a platform that enhances the presentation of the exhibits
of a museum with multimedia-rich content that is adapted and recommended for
certain visitor profiles and playbacks on their mobile devices. The platform con-
sists mainly of a content management system that stores and prepares multimedia
material for the presentation of exhibits; a recommender system that monitors
objectively the visitor’s behavior so that it can further adapt the content to their
needs; and a pose estimation system that identifies an exhibit and links it to the
additional content that is prepared for it. We present the systems and the initial
results for a selected set of exhibits in Herakleidon Museum, a museum holding
temporary exhibitions mainly about ancient Greek technology. The initial evalu-
ation that we presented is encouraging for all systems. Thus, the plan is to use the
developed systems for allmuseumexhibits aswell as to enhance their functionality.

Keywords: Museum guide system · Recommender system · Pose estimation ·
Content management system

1 Introduction

Museums are perhaps the most important institutions for the preservation and promotion
of the world’s cultural heritage and act as powerful learning environments as well,
contributing to social and economic development. Traditionally, museums used linear,
non-interactive ways of presenting exhibits and guide material, e.g. audio tours or QR
codes that offer static information. Multimedia technologies have recently begun to be
exploited, but they require considerable investment on the part of museums and often
have limitations on the extent of the presented material but also on the number of people
who can use them. Also, a key concern for museums has been the evaluation of their
exhibitions and activities, as it is critical to understand how satisfied visitors are about
the exhibits, the additional digital content and the way guidance material is presented.
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In this paper, we present the initial results of the project MuseLearn, the main objec-
tive of which is the development of an innovative guide platform in a museum for mobile
devices that will provide personalized additional multimedia content by using exhibit
detection, as a basis for providing recommendations to visitors. A key aim of the project
is to increase the number of museum visitors and their satisfaction.

The project is implemented in the Herakleidon Museum, Athens [1], which is a
museum organising temporary exhibitions with focus on ancient Greek technology.
The current exhibitions (2019) deal with the themes of ancient automata (such as the
Antikythera Mechanism, and ancient war technology (such as a battering ram). The
exhibits are of educational character, in the sense that they take the form of informative
material, representations and reconstructions based on original artifacts.

Regarding the presentation of the initial results of MuseLearn, we first present the
developed in Sect. 2. In Sect. 3 we discuss existing approaches and work related to these
components. Section 4 presents the management of additional multimedia content that
is offered to visitors. Section 5 describes the proposed recommender system along with
visitor tracking techniques. Section 6 details the exhibit detection technique used in the
project. Section 7 describes the implementation of pilot content and initial evaluation
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Fig. 1. Outline of the MuseLearn platform. The visitor can see the exhibit through a mobile
device. The exhibit is then recognized by the system (based on the acquired image and the stored
exhibits) and the appropriate digital material is suggested based on the user’s profile. Concurrently
the users’ choices are recorded. Asynchronously, the curator may analyze the exhibition statistics.
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results in all components of the project. Finally, Sect. 8 discusses the key conclusions
of the paper and presents plans for future work.

2 Platform Architecture

The MuseLearn platform (see Fig. 1) consists of the following basic systems that are
presented in the following sections:

• A content management system that stores multiply structured multimedia mate-
rial that is offered to visitors through augmented reality for better understanding the
exhibits of the museum.

• A recommender system that allows adaptation of the information to the needs and
requirements of visitors.

• An exhibit detection and pose estimation system that can detect the exhibit the
visitor is interested in and provides identification (exhibit name/id) and orientation
information (3D pose) using the camera of a mobile device (phone/tablet).

According to the typical usage scenario, the visitor sees the exhibit via a portable
device. The exhibit is then detected by the pose estimation system (based on the images
of stored exhibits) and the recommender system suggests appropriate digital material
stored in the CMS to the visitor according to their profile. At the same time, visitor
choices are recorded for further refining their profile.

3 Related Work

Content Management Systems (CMS): Regarding content management systems
(CMS) formuseums should offer administrators the ability to structure content in various
multimedia formats for artifacts, concepts and supplementary material that is necessary
for their presentation [2]. A research of commercial and research CMS that are mainly
or indirectly targeted for museums is found in [3]. Argus [4] is a web-based Collections
Management Solution (CMS) that can be used for managing and presenting artifacts and
objects. Argus provides a tabular visual interface organized in rows for accessing and
editing content. The retail oriented RetailPro platform [5] supports responsive design,
portable content, reports, transformation of content parameters, reorganization of collec-
tions and organization of virtual collections. Content is mainly presented in semantically
colored tables. The Museum System (TMS) [6] is a CMS that supports planning and
managing of exhibitions and generates reports; it contains a digital asset management
module and offers administrative support. MuseumPlus [7] supports managing collec-
tions and exhibitions and is in use in over 900 museum sites worldwide. Unlimited
images and other multimedia content can be linked to objects, artists, addresses and
other record types. CollectiveAccess [8] is a web-based open source CMS that embraces
Dublin Core, PBCore, VRA Core etc. The embedded media viewer allows to enlarge
and inspect uploaded images, video and audio playback with time-based annotations and
PDF viewers. Museum Anywhere [9] offers collection management and tile-based pre-
sentation through mobile devices and supports integrating content from other museum
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management software. The proposed CMS aims to overcome limitations of existing
museum CMS by introducing a simple but flexible and expandable structure for orga-
nizing content about exhibits and concepts, which can be visualized by using modern
web technologies and exploiting the spatial and interface capabilities of mobile devices.

Museum Recommendation Systems: So far, museum recommendation systems are
mainly used for supporting personalized museum tours. There are examples of recom-
mendation systems in museums that offer unique tours based on specific interests [10,
11]. The traditional recommendation approaches are (a) Content-based filtering (e.g.,
[12]) gives recommendations based on similar content that was of interest to the user in
the past and (b) Collaborative filtering (e.g., [13]) that are based on content that was of
interest to the users that are most similar to the current one based on their selections.
Combination of these leads to hybrid approaches. The latent factor models (e.g. [14]) are
more recent and try to factorize the matrix that associates users and items to be selected
via SVD, or sparsemethods. Therefore, hidden relations between users and itemsmay be
identified. The Herakleidon Museum can provide a great deal of information to the visi-
tors, in a variety of formats, such as texts, pictures, sounds, videos, games, etc., instead of
a comprehensive description of the exhibits. Thus, arises the need for filtering, hierarchy
and effective delivery of this information. Our goal is to create a recommender system
to manage the large amount of multimedia information accompanying the exhibits of
and to recommend visitors to explore the museum on the basis of their interest.

Exhibit Detection and 3D Pose Estimation: Regarding exhibit detection and 3D pose
estimation modules, there is a large number of relevant works. Some recent relevant
publications address someof the requirements of theMuseLearn pose estimationmodule.
A very significant building block of the overall approach is the capability to localize a
camera relative to the scene.Kinect Fusion [15] proposed byNewcomb et al., fuses all the
data froma depth camera into a voxel space, that represents a dense 3Dmodel of the scene
to be reconstructed. ICP is used with it to track the camera position. More elaborated
versions [16] allows it to operate in larger scenes. Although promising, the method
requires depth input to operate and can be sensitive to outliers and specular surfaces.
These requirements make it a bad fit for the MuseLearn scenarios. Mur-Artal et al.
[17, 18] proposed the ORBSlam method. OrbSlam2 performs simultaneous localization
and mapping of the environment. It tracks the camera position and builds a map of
the environment based on ORB features. The map contains a sparse 3D point cloud,
each point being associated with an ORB descriptor, and some geometric information
about the view corresponding to it. A set of keyframes (i.e., representative frames) is
also maintained in time, and each converted to a bag of words (BoW) descriptor [19].
This approach operates with RGBD or monocular/stereo RGB input, can make use of a
static map, and works in real time, making it a possible base solution for our problem.
However, the method assumes a static scene and is not robust to moving objects and
large numbers of outliers. More recently, deep-learning basedmethods [36, 37] solve the
object pose estimation problem from RGB input using Convolutional Neural Networks
(CNNs). The networks are trained to predict the 2D coordinates of the projections of
known3D landmarks on the objects of interest. Subsequently, they solve the PnPproblem
to acquire the 3D object pose. Although promising, these approaches do not scale well
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with multiple exhibits and suffer in dynamic environments and in the case of partially
occluded exhibits. This renders them unsuitable for the MuseLearn use case. FORTH’s
proposedmethod for exhibit identification and pose estimation borrowsmany ideas from
[18], especially for the training phase as it will be detailed in later sections. Lourakis and
Zabulis [20] detect the pose of known rigid objects in monocular RGB images, using a
3D model for each object. The model consists of 3D points each associated with a SIFT
descriptor. A hand-held camera is used to capture the appearance of the object from all
view angles. Then, the camera motion together with the 3D point cloud describing the
object is recovered using “Shape from Motion” techniques similar to [21]. The authors
report a run time of 0.6 s per frame.While the work of Lourakis et al. is a good candidate
for solving our problem, the dense object representation makes it too computationally
expensive, and the lack of use of background featuresmakes it harder to detect featureless
objects. However, aspects of this work such as the F2P features matching strategy and
the pose estimation method (posest library) are used in the proposed method.

4 Content Management System

Modern web technologies have made possible the visualization of content on a spa-
tial area. For example, Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG) and Cascading Style Sheets
(CSS) may be employed for implementing vector shapes and animations that are pre-
sented uniformly in devices of different sizes and interface options. On the other hand,
in a smartphone world, content-editing operations should resemble natural operations
by introducing spatial interfaces and gestures and not relying on providing a desktop
experience on a smaller screen. The Content Management System (CMS) developed for
MuseLearn embraces these ideas for displaying and interacting with content spatially.

Two on-site surveys have been conducted in order to record the information provided
by the museum and all kinds of exhibits and concepts. Information about exhibits and
their related multimedia informative material has provided the basis for populating the
system’s database. The database of the CMS stores all information about the museum’s
exhibits and concepts that they may be assigned to. Database design is flexible enough
so exhibits may be assigned to multiple concepts along with other multimedia material
linked to them. More specifically, the main entities in the DB are:

• Concepts: The concepts that museum exhibits may be assigned to. For example, the
exhibit “battering ram” is assigned to the concept “combative weaponry”. Concepts
also describe all kinds of informative material within the museum.

• Exhibits: The main table holding information about every exhibit, such a title and
description about the exhibit, the exhibit code within the museum, the museum room
where the exhibit lays and the exhibit types.

• Links: This table is responsible for defining all possible relations among exhibits and
concepts. There may be relations between exhibits; between concepts for defining the
concepts hierarchy.

• Multimedia: Multimedia content that is linked to an exhibit or a concept.
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The database has been implemented in MySQL and content has been inserted about
the presentational needs of exhibits and their supplementary content for both museum
buildings along with the hierarchical structure of concepts for the certain museum and
all kinds of relations among them. More specifically, the database currently stores 98
concepts of all hierarchy levels; 82 exhibits; 152 links of all types and 180 multimedia
items for concepts and exhibits.

PHP code has been employed for the hierarchical visualization of museum content
starting from the museum level, continuing with the two main collections (“Automata”
and “Ancient War Technology”) and finishing at single concept and exhibit level. For
every concept, its description and multimedia content are displayed along with links to
subordinate concepts that analyze it and exhibits that are related directly to the concept.
Visualization is both textual, as in a subject catalog, and graph-based. The latter is
implemented in SVG, so that it is accessible by all device types. Treant.js [22] free to
use, graph creation library has been used for drawing content hierarchies.

5 Recommender System

For the recommender system a trial mode is scheduled to initiate a few users. Gradually
and based on data from more users, the system will be retrained. The preferences will
arise indirectly from the viewing time of the accompanyingmaterial. Also,when entering
the museum, the user will have a profile that matches his/her demographics and/or short
quote when signing up. Progressively the profile will be completed during the visit
and as long as its preferences are known. We currently use alternatively latent factor
approaches. For a new item or a new visitor, the new object has no score and the new
user has no history, which is known as the cold-start problem. So any recommendation
result could be doubtful. We handle it by using demographic data, which has been an
effective method for cold-start in the past [23]. Different versions of the same content are
associated with some initial and grossly-defined profiles based on a few deterministic
rules, which are tested against a questionnaire as described in the following subsection.
After some views the system is able to fine-tune the user profile.

The question as to how to identify and distinguish visitor profiles has been a key issue
in both the museum studies (e.g., [24, 25]), and information systems literatures (see [2]).
For the pilot system, it was decided to create and organize the content, addressing three
broad requirements related to visitors’ prior knowledge, experience and expectations
about the exhibition: ‘general interest’, ‘specialized knowledge’, and ‘enthusiasm about
new technology’. To identify these broad requirements, a group of basic questions forms
the starting section of the pilot system. These focus on visitors’ demographic profile
(sex, age range, highest education level), and their familiarity both with the subject of the
exhibition and the use of technology. A sixth key question asks for the drivingmotivation
behind the visit. This question draws on fundamental distinction of five identity-related
categories of visitors (‘explorers’, ‘facilitators’, ‘professional/hobbyists’, ‘experience
seekers’, and ‘rechargers’) [25]. At the pilot stage of the project, visitors’ responses
to these questions will offer, in combinations, ‘personalized’ content at the most basic
level. For example, a visitor aged 17 and familiar with new technologies will be offered
‘general interest’ content, enhancedby interactive educational games.Visitors’ responses
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will provide the foundations on which to fine-tune later the recommender system. These
six questions are also used for the primary evaluation procedure, as described in Sect. 7.2.

6 Pose Estimation System

The developed exhibit localization and pose estimation method is tailored to the special-
ized requirements of MuseLearn. Specifically, the inference is performed using RGB
input; the solution is scalable to large exhibitions; it supports multiple levels of pose
estimation detail; is associated with small (re)configuration overhead; and achieves real
time performance. The method is using a “features and reference poses” database that
is generated offline, in order to identify the pose of exhibits in query images captured
by mobile devices.

6.1 Training Phase

Creating the features and reference poses database is a critical step for the correct opera-
tion of the pose estimation pipeline. In order to maximize the accuracy, we employed the
use of RGB-D cameras in the training phase. This type of sensors (i.e. MSKinect2, Asus
Xtion, ORBEC) provide apart from the usual red, green and blue channels an additional
channel for depth. This channel provides distance information for each imaged point of
the scene.

Training Sequence Acquisition: For each exhibit we capture an RGB-D video
sequence. The goal is to cover a wide range of possible visitor viewing directions.

Feature and Pose Extraction: We apply a SLAM method to extract features and key
frames and camera poses. For the purposes of MuseLearn we chose ORBSlam2 [18] as
the SLAM method and the ORB [26] features and descriptor for feature extraction.

Exhibit Annotation: An annotator selects a reference frame, pose and bounding vol-
ume for each exhibit in the museum coordinate frame. The common coordinate frame
is required in order to report pose information to the other MuseLearn modules.

Fig. 2. The pipeline of the pose estimation method during inference. From left to right: (i) the
query image captured using the camera on the mobile device (ii) ORB features are detected on the
query image and their descriptors are computed (iii) The BoW representation of the ORB features
is used to find the most similar (high similarity score) keyframes in the exhibit db (iv, v) Pose
refinement using exhibit frames and matching ORB features from the query image (vi) the exhibit
pose with the highest score is returned.
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Exhibit DB: In the final step we automatically select frames from the training set where
each exhibit is fully visible. The ORB features from these “keyframes” are converted
into a bag of words (BoW) representation and are inserted in the exhibit database.

6.2 Exhibit Identification and Pose Estimation

The first step in the pose inference pipeline is to compute the 2D features O(I) in the
input image I. From these, a BoW representation q is created. We compute the similarity
score S between the BoW of the query image and all the keyframes K in the exhibit
database. The set C of keyframes that have a similarity score above a threshold Si (q,
K i)> T s are the initial “coarse” estimations. If the query from themobile device requires
only exhibit identification (no pose estimation), the exhibit ID of the keyframe in C with
the highest similarity score is returned. The pipeline is depicted in Fig. 2.

The pose estimation is a refinement step over C using the features O(I). Initially we
computeC′ that is the subset of keyframes inC that belong to the identified exhibit. Using
the ORB descriptors and matching described in [26] we find the best correspondences
M(O(I), K j) between O(I) and the ORB features of each K j keyframe in C′. Posest [20]
is applied to all matches were |M| < Tm. Tm is the minimum number of features on the
keyframe that belong to the exhibit (i.e., not in the background) and have a good match
in O(I). Posest uses a RANSAC scheme to iteratively select a subset ofM and compute
the rigid transformation that best explains the camera motion with respect to a given
keyframe pose. The quality of the transformation is measured using the reprojection
error of the matched ORB features from the query frame to the keyframe. The pose with
the highest score is selected as the camera pose with respect to the exhibit.

7 Pilot Implementation and Primary Evaluation Procedure
and Results

During the pilot implementation, we had the chance to test the various systems of the
MuseLearn platform in theHerakleidonmuseum. Pilotmultimedia-rich content has been
developed for certain exhibits. When these exhibits are identified by the pose estimation
system through visitors’ mobile devices, the additional material will be displayed on
visitors’ devices based on the suggestions of the recommender system.

7.1 Content for Pilot Implementation

We used the CMS described in Sect. 4. First, a pilot extended scenario of 75 screens for a
specific section of the exhibition “EUREKAScience, Art and Technology of the Ancient
Greeks” was drafted. Focus was centered on exhibits related to armors and weapons
from the Mycenean to the Hellenistic Period. We decided to fully deploy content for
five exhibits belonging to the “Warrior and Armor/Equipment” section of the exhibition
and for three assigned categories of users/testers (see Sect. 5). The five exhibits were
selected on the basis of their associative and historical value, as well as their potency to
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enhance the storytelling, increase visitor engagement and unfold stories about individual
artifacts or specific object groups.

Content creation decisions were taken by accounting for users of different needs,
interests and knowledge (see [27]). Hence, two levels of content exist for each exhibit:
specialized and basic content, enhanced occasionally by interactive applications. This
content includes texts, images, videos, hyperlinks and games. More precisely, as in most
guide systems, the user can access descriptions of the exhibits, information about their
function and the historical and the social context of their use and production from a
variety of sources, as well various interpretations and representations, both scientific
and popular (see [2]) by using the content gathered as described in Sect. 4. The system
also allows users/testers to zoom in and observe object details, consult the glossary for
unknown scientific terms, place names and archaeological periods, and search for related
content from the museum collection or from other physical or virtual spaces with the
help of hyperlinks and object recommendation. Finally, interactive applications through
matching, ordering and sequence games and object identification provide users with the
opportunity to test their knowledge and acquire new, get acquainted with typologies,
explore objects’ correlation/interconnection and interact in a playful way.

7.2 Primary Evaluation Procedure and Results for Visitor Satisfaction

Nowadays, evaluation construes integral component of museum practice and research
(i.e. [28–30]), but also ofmobile application designing andmultimedia development (i.e.
[28, 31, 32]). To be beneficial, evaluation should be approached as “an ongoing process”
[28]. The primary evaluation procedure was carried out by a group of six undergraduate
students from the University of Patras. At this preliminary stage, both qualitative and
quantitative methodologies were employed. First, a questionnaire was drafted both in
English and Greek consisting of 15 questions and organized in two sections. The aim of
this survey is to assess visitors’motivation, familiaritywith the exhibition topic aswell as
information and communications technology, their level of satisfaction with information
provided through various interpretive means, as well as their potential interest in using
a mobile application during their visit.

The questionnaire is self-administered. Therefore, an introductory note informed
the participants about the goals and context of this survey. As expected, the last section
collected information about the age, gender, higher level of education and place of
origin of the respondents. Initial feedback was encouraging. Visitors expressed their
strong interest in using a mobile application to navigate around the exhibition space.

The primary evaluation procedure was complemented by observation of visitor
behavior, which has become a key element in feedback studies on museum perfor-
mance (see for example [24, 33–35]). The aim of this research was to observe how
visitors move, explore and use space and display in the exhibition ‘Technology of War
in Ancient Greece’, without the use of the mobile guide system. These data will then be
used for a comparative study after the implementation of the platform and potentially
lead to a deeper understanding of how the platform impacts on visitor experience.

Visitor behavior, in particular their patterns ofmoving and viewing, is analyzed using
established techniques. First, the arrangement of the display is recorded on the building
layout as the basis for designing the observation record sheet for mapping visitors’
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movement and interactions with the displays. Traces of the paths of visitors, who are
randomly selected, spread across time periods and have consented to take part in the
research, are recorded for their whole visit to the exhibition. When the visitor stops to
look at a work, read a text, or watch a video, a stopping point is recorded on the plan of
the exhibition by the observer. Other symbols are used to clarify where a visitor stops
for longer periods of time. The tracking data are complemented by the recording of the
total time visitors spent in the exhibition. The resulting ratings table which associates
users with exhibits and their preferences will be used to initialize the system profiles and
thus to address the cold-start problem in our system.

7.3 Primary Evaluation Results for the Pose Estimation System

Regarding the pose estimation system, we evaluated our baseline method using data
acquired on two sites. (i) The AMI facility: The ambient intelligence (AMI) facility
of FORTH hosts exhibition and demonstration areas. We trained our system on six (6)
exhibits selected for their size and placement to be compatible with typical exhibits
in a museum. Data were acquired with low- and high-quality cameras to investigate
performance with different sensors. A training set and two test sets were acquired. The
first test set uses the low quality RGB sensor of an Asus Xtion. The second uses a
high-quality camera similar to the cameras found in modern phones and tablets. The
exhibit locations and reference poses were annotated in the training dataset as well
as in a test dataset. (ii) Herakleidon museum: We recorded a preliminary dataset of
six exhibits. In both cases the exhibit locations/reference poses were annotated in the
training dataset. The preliminary version of the pose estimation method focused on the
exhibit identification and coarse pose estimation. Specifically, the systemmust correctly
identify the quadrant fromwhich the visitor is approaching the exhibit: Left, Right Front,
Back.

The results of our experiments on both sites are given in Table 1 and Table 2.

Table 1. Average precision and recall on exhibit classification accuracy.

Herakleidon AMI (low quality) AMI (high quality)

Average precision 0.947 0.980 0.971

Recall 0.771 0.844 0.810

7.4 Primary Evaluation Results for the Recommender System

We started to evaluate different approaches using public data, until we collected our
proprietary ones for the Herakleidon museum. More specifically we evaluated the data
provided in [11]. According to this, a dataset of visitors’ times spent in each themati-
cally organised exhibit area is created, which were recorded and collected by computer-
supported methodology. The recommendations concern specific thematic areas. In order
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Table 2. The coarse (quadrant) pose estimation accuracy. Twometrics are shown. Left is the error
in degrees relative to the ground truth. On the right we quantize the same error using 3 thresholds.
The quadrant approach corresponds to “<45°”.

Error in degrees on the yaw axis % of frames within
correct quadrant

Avg error (std dev) Median error <22.5° <45° <90°

8.98 (±7.94) 6.73 93.0% 99.8% 100%

to create appropriate recommendations, the exhibits were grouped into semantic and spa-
tially coherent areas. With this in mind, 126 thematic and naturally organised areas were
created at the museum’s facilities. The time spent by 158 visitors on these areas of the
museum was recorded and expressed implicitly the rating.

The viewing times are transformed to logarithmic with values between 1 and 8.
We applied two methods: a simple collaborative filtering with KNN and a latent factor
method with SVD. The root mean square error is calculated by ten-fold cross validation.
With bothmethods themeanRMSE is around 1with standard deviation between 0.02 and
0.03. There are similarities and differenceswith our system.We similarly use the viewing
times as an implicit rating mechanism; the target users are museum visitors as well.
However, we provide recommendations on supplementary digital material associated to
museum artifacts and not directly on museum artifacts.

8 Future Work and Conclusions

We presented the MuseLearn platform that is constituted of three innovative systems
(artifact detection, content, recommendation,). Some initial evaluation results were
presented after the implementation of the platform for Herakleidon Museum.

In the future, subsystems of MuseLearn will be extended both in functionality and
content for covering all exhibits of Herakleidon Museum and other museums. Content-
wise, further support will be implemented for inserting and linking multimedia content,
such as 3D representations and virtual reality material. Towards this direction, refined
visitor profiles will be developed on the basis of the empirical findings, and their prefer-
ence for certain themes, in conjunction with demographic data.We also plan the creation
of more educational applications based on content that will have been prepared for the
presentation of exhibits.
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